
Hi everyone;

 Lou and I are leaving tonight for a week away, and I wanted to get out at least something brief, 
as many of you were not able to be in the circle last night.

 We picked up where we left off - looking at what makes things seem so sticky, why our 
emotional reactions are so strong when preferences arise for how we wish things to be.

 This is found in experiencing the forces that arise from the pleasant or unpleasant qualities of 
mental snd sense objects as they arise.

A reason that we may feel overwhelmed and powerless is they tend to work unseen. The fact is 
that we are moved, like marionettes, from the moment we wake up till the moment we go to 
sleep, by being pulled to what we want, and reflexively flinching away from what we want to 
avoid. 

Using the metaphor of looking at ourselves as an iceberg, we do not understand that bulk of our 
inner processing, and why we react the way we do, is below the water line of visibility. Thus 
when the force that is operating invisibly under the water hits the Titanic, we feel surprised and 
overwhelmed.

 So we start by putting up some energy against this push and pull, being willing to make 
ourselves less comfortable in order to see what’s below the waterline more clearly. We 
resolve to stay steady in the moment with whatever feels uneasy and out of our comfort 
zone.

 As in other aspects of vipassana (deep, clear seeing) practice, the seeing itself will aggregate 
energy around itself. In other words, just seeing this happening will produce energy. You can 
use this energy to respond with less identification and more freedom. The fact is, following the 
push/pull unconsciously drains energy constantly during the day, and seeing it halts the energy 
leak.

 I asked everyone to be willing to take on at least 2 exercises of either resisting comfort, or not 
following the avoidance of discomfort for the next two two weeks until we meet again. You can 
change them if they begin to feel stale.

Please do not pick anything major. This is not the place to begin a new diet or exercise 
regime. Is fact, the more minor the comfort or discomfort you work with, the better you 
will begin to see this push/pull.

I know last semester, I related the story about giving up my winter coat for a season, which was 
powerful fro me. I’m not suggesting that here, or to to do anything that would compromise your 
well being or health.

Here’s a few ideas:

- picking up after yourself. Or, if you are a neatnik like me, letting things be messy around you.
- Not checking your email or phone the minute it rings.
- Sitting in a less comfortable chair to read.



- When you have an impulse to eat or drink for comfort (as opposed to hunger), wait 15 
minutes and watch that impulse before responding.

- Getting yourself to places on time or early.
- Not speaking when the impulse to say something arises in a conversation, listening instead.
- Saying no to something if you usually say yes, or saying yes to something if you normally say 

no.
- Making the phone call or doing the errand you have put off.
-  Not watching much TV or limiting  computer browsing.

Here are the two I’m starting with:

1) Getting out of bed when the radio alarm first goes off in the morning.
2) Not distracting myself during breakfast by reading the NYT on my Ipad, or doing anything 
else on the Ipad. (I’m a little anxious about this one, which is interesting).

 HOMEWORK: Please email me with what you pick. This will give yourself a push to start.

The point is not to change anything. You already know that the flow of perception as you 
start to notice the energy that drives the constant movement to comfort will manifest as 
commentary, judgment, and fixing in the mind.

Do not follow perception. All that inner conversation and opinionating about yourself is actually 
an aversion to discomfort in itself, and will impede the seeing.

Just watch. Watch your energy levels as well.

 See you in two weeks! Be well,
 Susan


